
  From the moment Bart Bradshaw was old enough to walk, 
he had begun to tinker with anything he could get his 
hands on. By early childhood, while other kids might 
have been disassembling toys or perhaps even watches, 
Bart had advanced to holovids and other electronics. By 
his early teenage years he was attacking hovercars, not 
only taking them apart but putting them back together 
better than before. As he was raised in a loving home, 
we cannot determine what caused him to choose his cur-
rent path, but by the time he was sixteen he’d 

already been in jail for auto theft and 
vehicular vandalism. There is also strong evidence — 
though he was never convicted — that he murdered a 
girlfriend. Upon his release, he quickly found himself 
hip deep in small-time organized crime on his birth 
world. An invaluable asset to any organization due to 
his unmatched electrical expertise, he was rewarded with 
his only real desire in life: learning how to pilot 
a ’Mech. 
  Having cycled through several worlds on various crime-
related jobs, it was only natural for him to join The 
Scourge of Bannson’s Raiders. 

Commentary:
  Bart Bradshaw simply cannot believe his luck.  
Not only is he finally piloting a BattleMech, but his 
current ride is a brand-new Clan design, newly off the 
assembly line in the Nova Cat enclave in the Draconis 
Combine. Its significant firepower and long range more 
than make up for its speed, relatively slow for a ’Mech 
its size. He’s named it “Fister.”
  Though he is not about to ask any questions — you don’t 
ask questions in The Scourge, and he’s not about to lose 
his ride due to an “oversight” — he has to wonder where 
the design came from. It may add credence to the rumors 
he’s heard that Bannson controls an extensive black market 
that reaches out into almost every faction, even to the 
Clans themselves.

MECH: ARBALEST

Serial Number: NC333-89X
Mass: 25 tons
Chassis: Star League NCX
Power Plant: Vlar 125
Cruising Speed: 54 kph
Maximum Speed: 86 kph
Jump Jets: None
Armor: Irece Standard

Armament:
2 Mk.46 Type II LRM-10 Launcher
2 Series 2a Mk. 5 Extended
  Range Medium Lasers

FACTION: Bannson’s Raiders
REGIMENT: The Scourge
MECH: Arbalest

DOB: 01/29/3103
HAIR: Red-Blonde
EYES: Blue
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